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Unhallowed - Jordan L Hawk 2020-07-16
Monsters. Murder. Librarians.Librarian Sebastian Rath is the only one
who believes his friend Kelly O'Neil disappeared due to foul play. But
without any clues or outside assistance, there's nothing he can do to
prove it.When bookbinder Vesper Rune is hired to fill the vacancy left by
O'Neil, he receives an ominous letter warning him to leave. After he
saves Sebastian from a pair of threatening men, the two decide to join
forces and get to the truth about what happened to O'Neil.But Vesper is
hiding secrets of his own, ones he doesn't dare let anyone learn. Secrets
that grow ever more dangerous as his desire for Sebastian
deepens.Because Kelly O'Neil was murdered. And if Sebastian and Ves
don't act quickly enough, they'll be the next to die.
The Bone Key - Sarah Monette 2011-10
An unwilling foray into necromancy makes Booth attractive to the
creates who roam the darkness of the world. Ghouls, ghosts, and incubi
single him out as one of their own in these ten stories.
Truthwitch: Witchlands 1 - Susan Dennard 2016-01-05
"Featuring vibrant characters and an innovative system of magic, Susan
Dennard's Truthwitch is a fast-paced adventure and a wonderful tribute
to the power of the binding ties of friendship." Jacqueline Carey A
WITCHLANDS BOOK 1 In a continent on the edge of war, two witches
hold its fate in their hands. Young witches Safiya and Iseult have a habit
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of finding trouble. After clashing with a powerful Guildmaster and his
ruthless Bloodwitch bodyguard, the friends are forced to flee their home.
Safi must avoid capture at all costs as she's a rare Truthwitch, able to
discern truth from lies. Many would kill for her magic, so Safi must keep
it hidden - lest she be used in the struggle between empires. And Iseult's
true powers are hidden even from herself. In a chance encounter at
Court, Safi meets Prince Merik and makes him a reluctant ally. However,
his help may not slow down the Bloodwitch now hot on the girls' heels.
All Safi and Iseult want is their freedom, but danger lies ahead. With war
coming, treaties breaking and a magical contagion sweeping the land,
the friends will have to fight emperors and mercenaries alike. For some
will stop at nothing to get their hands on a Truthwitch. PRAISE FOR
TRUTHWITCH: WITCHLANDS 1 "Truthwitch by Susan Dennard is like a
cake stuffed full of your favorite fantasy treats..." Robin Hobb
"Truthwitch is an instant new classic. It reminded me of why I started
reading fantasy in the first place..." Sarah J. Mass
Maelstrom: A Whyborne & Griffin Novel - Jordan L. Hawk 2015-12-10
Book 7 in the Whyborne & Griffin Series Previous book: Hoarfrost
Between his father's sudden-and rather suspicious-generosity, and his
own rash promise to help Christine plan her wedding, Percival Endicott
Whyborne has quite enough to worry about. But when the donation of a
mysterious codex to the Ladysmith Museum draws the attention of a
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murderous cult, Whyborne finds himself in a race against time to unlock
its secrets first. Griffin has a case of his own: the disappearance of an
historic map, which quickly escalates to murder. Someone is sacrificing
men in dark rituals-and all the clues lead back to the museum. With their
friends Christine and Iskander, Whyborne and Griffin must discover the
cult's true goal before it's too late. For dark forces are afoot at the very
heart of the museum, and they want more than Whyborne's codex. They
want his life.
Don't Go - Alexa Riley 2018-01-22
CEO Henry Osbourne has only ever desired one woman—the one who got
away. New York Times and #1 ebook bestselling author Alexa Riley
returns with Don’t Go, a virgin-hero insta-love contemporary romance in
the For You series I’ve spent the past ten years convincing myself that
what I felt for her was teenage infatuation. That love so consuming
couldn’t be real. Then everything went to shit, and in an instant, she was
gone. Kory Summers knew returning to New York meant running into
Henry. The way her heartbeat picked up at just the thought was
nervousness—not anticipation. Oh, no. She never expected to find him on
her doorstep looking as handsome as ever. She’s mine. She always has
been. I’ve waited this long for her…but time’s up. I’ll use all my power,
all my connections, to convince her she’s the one. Kory ran from a boy,
but a man of power and persuasion now stands in his place. This book is
approximately 20,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part
of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for
with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! Edited by Angela James
Stormhaven - Jordan L. Hawk 2013-12-02
Mysterious happenings are nothing new to reclusive scholar Percival
Endicott Whyborne, but finding one of his colleagues screaming for help
in the street is rather unusual. Allan Tambling claims he can't remember
any of the last hour--but someone murdered his uncle, and Allan is
covered in blood. Whyborne's lover, dashing ex-Pinkerton detective
Griffin Flaherty, agrees to prove Allan's innocence. But when Allan is
deemed insane and locked away in the Stormhaven Lunatic Asylum,
Griffin finds himself reliving the horrifying memories of his own ordeal
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inside a madhouse. It will take all of Whyborne's sorcery and Griffin's
derring-do to stop the murderers and save Allan. But first, they must
survive an even greater challenge: a visit from Griffin's family. Along
with their friend Christine, the two men become drawn deeper and
deeper into a dark web of conspiracy, magic, and murder. Their only
clue: a missing artifact depicting an unknown god. Who stole the artifact,
and why can't Allan remember what happened? And what is the truth
behind the terrible experiments conducted on Stormhaven's forbidden
fourth floor?
Bloodline - Jordan L. Hawk 2014-09-26
Whyborne & Griffin: Book 5 Previous Book: Necropolis Between his
bullying father and dissolute brother, Percival Endicott Whyborne has
quite enough problematic family members to deal with. So when his
sister returns to Widdershins asking for help solving the mystery of a
derelict ship, Whyborne is reluctant to get involved. Until, that is, a
brutal murderer strikes, leaving Whyborne and his lover Griffin no choice
but to take the case. The investigation leads them deep into a conspiracy
of blackmail, murder, and darkest sorcery. But worst of all are the
secrets held within the family itself, one of which will destroy everything
Whyborne believed to be true, not only about his family, but about
himself.
The Cabinet of Curiosities - Stefan Bachmann 2014-05-27
A collection of thirty-six forty eerie, mysterious, intriguing, and very
short stories by the acclaimed authors Stefan Bachmann, Katherine
Catmull, Claire LeGrand, and Emma Trevayne. The Cabinet of Curiosities
is perfect for fans of Alvin Schwartz's Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
and anyone who relishes a good creepy tale. Great for reading alone or
reading aloud at camp or school! The book features an introduction and
commentary by the authors and black-and-white illustrations throughout.
The Book of Shadows Tarot - 2017
Balefire - Jordan Hawk 2018-06-20
Whyborne's Endicott relatives have returned to collect on the promise he
made to help them take back their ancestral manor from an evil cult. In
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exchange, they'll give him the key to deciphering the Wisborg Codex,
which Whyborne needs to learn how to stop the masters. To that end,
Whyborne, his husband Griffin, and their friends Iskander and Christine
travel to a small island off the coast of Cornwall. But when they arrive at
Balefire Manor, Whyborne must not only face the evil within the ancient
mansion, but the painful truth about his own destiny.
Widdershins - Charles de Lint 2007-06-12
Jilly Coppercorn and Geordie Riddell. Since they were introduced in the
first Newford story, "Timeskip," back in 1989, their friends and readers
alike have been waiting for them to realize what everybody else already
knows: that they belong together. But they've been more clueless about
how they feel for each other than the characters in When Harry Met
Sally. Now in Widdershins, a stand-alone novel of fairy courts set in
shopping malls and the Bohemian street scene of Newford's Crowsea
area, Jilly and Geordie's story is finally being told. Before it's over, we'll
find ourselves plunged into the rancorous and sometimes violent conflict
between the magical North American "animal people" and the more
newly-arrived fairy folk. We'll watch as Jilly is held captive in a sinister
world based on her own worst memories—and Geordie, attempting to
help, is sent someplace even worse. And we'll be captivated by the power
of love and determination to redeem ancient hatreds and heal old magics
gone sour. To walk "widdershins" is to walk counterclockwise or
backwards around something. It's a classic pathway into the fairy realm.
It's also the way people often back slowly into the relationships that
matter, the real ones that make for a life. In Widdershins Charles de Lint
has delivered one of his most accessible and moving works of his career.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Secret Casebook of Simon Feximal - Kj Charles 2017-11-08
A story too secret, too terrifying-and too shockingly intimate-for Victorian
eyes. A note to the Editor Dear Henry, I have been Simon Feximal's
companion, assistant and chronicler for twenty years now, and during
that time my Casebooks of Feximal the Ghost-Hunter have spread the
reputation of this most accomplished of ghost-hunters far and wide. You
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have asked me often for the tale of our first meeting, and how my
association with Feximal came about. I have always declined, because it
is a story too private to be truthfully recounted, and a memory too
precious to be falsified. But none knows better than I that stories must
be told. So here is it, Henry, a full and accurate account of how I met
Simon Feximal, which I shall leave with my solicitor to pass to you after
my death. I dare say it may not be quite what you expect. Robert
Caldwell September 1914
Quillon's Covert - Joseph Lance Tonlet 2015-12-18
Restless Spirits - Jordan L. Hawk 2015-01-05
After losing the family fortune to a fraudulent psychic, inventor Henry
Strauss is determined to bring the otherworld under control through the
application of science. All he needs is a genuine haunting to prove his
Electro-S�ance will work. A letter from wealthy industrialist Dominic
Gladfield seems the answer to his prayers. Gladfield's proposition: a
contest pitting science against spiritualism, with a hefty prize for the
winner. The contest takes Henry to Reyhome Castle, the site of a series
of brutal murders decades earlier. There he meets his rival for the prize,
the dangerously appealing Vincent Night. Vincent is handsome,
charming...and determined to get Henry into bed.Henry can't afford to
fall for a spirit medium, let alone the competition. But nothing in the
haunted mansion is quite as it seems, and soon winning the contest is the
least of Henry's concerns. For the evil stalking the halls of Reyhome
Castle wants to claim not just Henry and Vincent's lives, but their very
souls.
Hot Head - Damon Suede 2018-03-27
Where there's smoke, there's fire... Since 9/11, Brooklyn firefighter Griff
Muir has wrestled with impossible feelings for his best friend and
partner at Ladder 181, Dante Anastagio. Unfortunately, Dante is strictly
a ladies' man, and the FDNY isn't exactly gay-friendly. For ten years,
Griff has hidden his heart in a half-life of public heroics and private
anguish. Griff's caution and Dante's cockiness make them an unbeatable
team. To protect his buddy, there's nothing Griff wouldn't do... until a
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nearly bankrupt Dante proposes the worst possible solution:
HotHead.com, a gay porn website where uniformed hunks get down and
dirty. And Dante wants them to appear there--together. Griff may have to
guard his heart and live out his darkest fantasies on camera. Can he
rescue the man he loves without wrecking their careers, their families, or
their friendship?
Draakenwood - Jordan L. Hawk 2017-05-19
Someone is killing members of the old families...and the evidence points
to Whyborne. Widdershins has been unusually quiet for months. But now
a mysterious creature from the Outside is on the loose, assassinating
members of the town's old families by draining their blood. Whyborne
and Griffin set out to solve the mystery-but as the evidence piles up, the
police begin to suspect Whyborne himself is the murderer. Now
Whyborne must both clear his name and stop the horrors the monster
threatens to unleash. His only hope: an alliance with his old enemies the
Endicotts. Because something terrible lurks in the Draakenwood, and it
will stop at nothing to seize control of the maelstrom itself. Draakenwood
is the ninth book in the Whyborne & Griffin series, where magic,
mystery, and m/m romance collide with Victorian era America.
Blood Before Wine - Jp Kenwood 2019-03-07
Conquer. Own. Sacrifice everything. Gaius Fabius knows a healthy son
will secure his claim to the throne of Rome, but his devotion to his illegal
Dacian pleasure slave, Allerix, could destroy his dreams of supreme
power. Determined to solve the mysterious murder of a dear friend,
Gaius searches for clues hidden deep in the palace that threaten his
future and his family.But while he and Allerix share passions in and out
of the bedchamber, another assassination sends Gaius and his captured
prince back to the vanquished kingdom of Dacia. In order to protect his
beloved concubine, can Gaius find the courage to sacrifice his own heart?
Lose. Submit. Betray everyone. Allerix knows vengeance for the vicious
destruction of his homeland is within tantalizing reach, but only if he can
convince his Roman master to trust him. When an unexpected ally
interrupts his plans, Alle sets aside his lust for revenge to embrace the
ecstasy of Gaius's unbridled devotion.But a surprise reunion with a
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childhood friend and an unforeseen return trip to Dacia remind Allerix of
all he has lost while revealing the honor and glory that remain to be won.
To earn the respect of his surviving kinsmen, can Alle betray the only
man he has ever loved? Dominus is a plot-packed m/m historical fantasy
set in ancient Rome during the reign of Trajan (AD 98-117). Blood Before
Wine is the third book in this four-book alternative history saga--a
tumultuous adventure of forbidden love, humor, friendship, political
intrigue, deception, and murder.
Wolves of Black Pine - S. J. Himes 2015-12-16
An ancient civilization long hidden from humanity is on the brink of
chaos and war. Peaceful for thousands of years, the wolfkin clans are
mysteriously losing packmates, kidnapped and killed by unknown foes.
The nightmare begins with an ambush by humans at a gathering of their
kind, and lives are lost. Among them is Luca, youngest grandson of the
two most powerful wolves in the Northern Clans. Thought long dead and
gone, he is forced into a half-life, hidden in the far northern wilds of
Canada and cut off from his kind. Those who raised him have no idea the
creature they harbor in their midst, and name him Ghost. He begins to
lose himself over the long years, and though he barely recalls his true
name, the one wolf he never forgets is Kane. Kane, Heir to the wolfkin
clan Black Pine, is charged with hunting down the traitors who betrayed
their kind to the humans. Years fly by, and more wolves are dying. He
refuses to give up, and he vows to never again fail another of their kind,
as he failed young Luca years before. His heart tells him Luca lives, but
his mind tells him that it's foolish hope, his guilt eating him alive. Fate
and magic change the course of their lives, and the two wolves long
separated by the years find their paths intertwining. Though the gift of
their reunion doesn't come without price. Faced by the consequences of
their growing love, and the goddess-forged bond between them, Kane
and Ghost are besieged on all sides. Enemies are coming for their blood,
and without the steadfast loyalty and love of family and friends, they may
not be safe from the very people they fight to protect.
Necropolis - Jordan L. Hawk 2014-05-05
Introverted scholar Percival Endicott Whyborne has spent the last few
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months watching his lover, Griffin Flaherty, come to terms with the
rejection of his adoptive family. So when an urgent telegram from
Christine summons them to Egypt, Whyborne is reluctant to risk the
fragile peace they've established. Until, that is, a man who seems as
much animal as human tries to murder Whyborne in the museum.Amidst
the ancient ruins of the pharaohs, they must join Christine and face
betrayal, murder, and a legendary sorceress risen from the dead. In the
forge of the desert heat, the trio will either face their fears and stand
together—or shatter the bonds between them forever.
The Magic of Flowers - Tess Whitehurst 2013
From African daisy to ylang-ylang and 76 others in between, this title
introduces you to the holistic and healing benefits of the most magical
flowers, flower essences, floral essential oils, and more. It explores the
subtle and whimsical realm of flower magic.
Waterfire Saga, Book Two: Rogue Wave - Jennifer Donnelly
2015-01-06
Serafina, Neela, Ling, Ava, Becca, and Astrid, six mermaids from realms
scattered throughout the seas and freshwaters, were summoned by the
leader of the river witches to learn an incredible truth: the mermaids are
direct descendants of the Six Who Ruled—powerful mages who once
governed the lost empire of Atlantis. The ancient evil that destroyed
Atlantis is stirring again, and only the mermaids can defeat it. To do so,
they need to find magical talismans that belonged to the Six. Serafina
believes her talisman was buried with an old shipwreck. While
researching its location, she is almost discovered by a death rider patrol
led by someone familiar. . . . The pain of seeing him turned traitor is
devastating. Neela travels to Matali to warn her parents of the grave
threat facing their world. But they find her story outlandish; a sign that
she needs to be confined to her chamber for rest and recovery. She
escapes and travels to Kandina, where her talisman is in the possession
of fearsome razormouth dragons. As they hunt for their talismans, both
Serafina and Neela find reserves of courage and cunning they didn't
know they possessed. They face down danger and death, only to endure a
game-changing betrayal, as shocking as a rogue wave.
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Hainted - Jordan L. Hawk 2013-05-18
THE GOOD GUY Haint-working runs in Dan Miller's blood. Not everyone
can help the restless dead cross over, especially when the haunting
threatens the Living. But the death of his parents six years ago forced
Dan to give it up in exchange for raising his brother and sister, all the
while struggling to keep their rural NC farm afloat. So when the
flamboyantly goth Leif Helsvin shows up on Dan's doorstep looking for
help with an evil necromancer named Runar, Dan's first instinct is to
turn him down. With two teenagers to look after, he's already got all the
trouble he can handle. Besides, the sexy Leif is too much of a temptation,
and Dan is firmly in the closet. THE BAD BOY Pierced, tattooed Leif
never has sex with the same guy twice. It keeps things simple, especially
since his oath to stop Runar has him constantly drifting from one town to
the next. But this time, it looks like Leif is going to need help, in the form
of the very down-to-earth Dan. Since Nice Guys are off the menu, Leif
just has to keep his hands to himself for as long as it will take to stop
Runar's latest scheme. But as Leif finds himself drawn deeper into Dan's
life, he quickly realizes he's not just in danger of breaking the rules, but
breaking his heart as well.
Hoarfrost - Jordan L. Hawk 2015-04-20
Whyborne & Griffin: Book 6 Previous Book: Bloodline Sorcerer Percival
Endicott Whyborne and his husband Griffin Flaherty have enjoyed an
unprecedented stretch of peace and quiet. Unfortunately, the calm is
shattered by the arrival of a package from Griffin's brother Jack, who has
uncovered a strange artifact while digging for gold in Alaska. The
discovery of a previously unknown civilization could revive the career of
their friend Dr. Christine Putnam-or it might kill them all, if the hints of
dark sorcery surrounding the find are true. With Christine and her fiance
Iskander, Whyborne and Griffin must journey to the farthest reaches of
the arctic to stop an ancient evil from claiming the life of Griffin's
brother. But in the rough mining camp of Hoarfrost, secrets fly as thickly
as the snow, and Whyborne isn't the only sorcerer drawn by the rumors
of magic. Amidst a wilderness of ice and stone, Griffin must either face
his greatest fear-or lose everyone he loves."
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The Light Bearer - Donna Gillespie 1996
Auriane, daughter of a Rhine River area chieftain in 50 A.D., must face
her difficult destiny and lead her people against the invading legions of
the Roman Empire
Celtic Tree Oracle - 2017

Whitethorn Agency Book 1: Rare Vigilance Book 2: Crooked Shadows
Book 3: Imitate the Dawn
The Baby Maker - Lili Valente 2018-02-05
Some men are troublemakers or dealmakers. The men in my family?
We’re baby makers. For six generations, the women of wine country have
had a saying: don’t bang a Hunter man unless you want a bun in your
oven. Yeah, well. I’ve got a saying too: no thanks. The last thing I need is
baby makes three. My business is expanding and the only thing I’m
interested in getting knocked up is my bottom line. But then one night
Emma Haverford makes me an offer I can’t refuse—she backs away from
the land I have my eye on in exchange for a favor… A big, fat, baby
making favor… ***** When I hear women have gotten pregnant shaking
hands with Hunter men, I know I need Dylan Hunter’s…ahem, special
skills…way more than I need to expand my vineyard. I’m ready to give
my heart to a child and I’m tired of waiting for my late-to-the-party
Prince Charming to make my dreams come true. So I promise
Dylan—three months of hot, heavy, baby-making s-e-x and then I’m out of
his hair forever. But what if when it comes time to say good-bye, all I
want to do is keep bottling up more memories with this big-hearted man?
This sexy Standalone romance will make you laugh, swoon, and blush
baby-makin’ red. Heat level: A risk of getting knocked up during
download. Paperback and audio versions are especially dangerous.
Handle with care… KEYWORDS: Secret Baby, Pregnancy Romance,
Second Chances, Alpha Male, Romantic Comedy, Heartwarming Laugh
out Loud, Small Town, Wine Country, Romance, Family Life,
Contemporary Romance, Friendship Books, Romance Marriage,
Romance Drama, Love Story Books, Books Love Stories, Baby Romance,
Romance with Pregnancy, Family Saga Romance, Sweet and Sexy
Romances, Enemies to Lovers Romance, Friends to Lovers Romance,
Contemporary Adult Romance, Drama Romance Books, Romance and
Drama Books, Pregnancy Fiction, Romance and Pregnancy, Romance
Baby, Baby and Romance, Literature and Fiction, Contemporary,
Marriage, Family Life, Pregnancy, New Adult, Boy Next Door Romance,
Lighthearted Romance, Light Romance, Heartwarming, Family, Quick

Deosil - Jordan L. Hawk 2019-10-11
Whyborne, Griffin, and their friends have faced down cultists, monsters,
and sorcerers. But their greatest challenge is now upon them. On the
return voyage from Balefire Manor, Whyborne receives the worst news
possible: Widdershins has fallen before the onslaught of the Fideles and
their servants. There's still time to stop the return of the Masters, but
that window grows shorter by the hour. Together with Christine and
Iskander, Whyborne and Griffin must reach Widdershins to face the
ultimate test--and decide the fate of the world, once and for all.
Prince of Air and Darkness - M.A. Grant 2019-02-25
Phineas Smith has been cursed with a power no one could control. Roark
Lyne is his worst enemy and his only hope. The only human student at
Mather’s School of Magick, Phineas Smith has a target on his back. Born
with the rare ability to tap into unlimited magick, he finds both Faerie
Courts want his allegiance—and will do anything to get it. They don’t
realize he can’t levitate a feather, much less defend the Faerie Realm as
it slips into civil war. Unseelie Prince Roark Lyne, Phineas’s
roommate—and self-proclaimed arch nemesis—is beautiful and brave and
a pain in the ass. Phineas can’t begin to sort through their six years of
sexual tension masquerading as mutual dislike. But Roark is also the only
one able to help Finn tame his magick. Trusting Roark’s mysterious
motives may be foolish; not accepting his temporary protection would be
deadly. Caught in the middle of the impending war, Phineas and Roark
forge a dangerous alliance. And as the walls between them crumble,
Phineas realizes that Roark isn’t the monster he’d imagined. But their
growing intimacy threatens to expose a secret that could either turn the
tide of the war…or destroy them both. The Darkest Court Book 1: Prince
of Air and Darkness Book 2: The Marked Prince Book 3: The Iron Crown
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Read, Romance Fiction Books, Hot Guy, Love, Love Books, Kissing Books,
Long Series, Long Romance Series, Swoon, Loyalty, Love Story,
Romance Love, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
Fallow - Jordan L. Hawk 2016-08-03
When Griffin's past collides with his present, will it cost the lives of
everyone he loves?Between the threat of a world-ending invasion from
the Outside and unwelcome revelations about his own nature, Percival
Endicott Whyborne is under a great deal of strain. His husband, Griffin
Flaherty, wants to help-but how can he, when Whyborne won't tell him
what's wrong?When a man from Griffin's past murders a sorcerer, the
situation grows even more dire. Once a simple farmer from Griffin's
hometown of Fallow, the assassin now bears a terrifying magical
corruption, one whose nature even Whyborne can't explain.To keep
Griffin's estranged mother safe, they must travel to a dying town in
Kansas. But as drought withers the crops of Fallow, a sinister cult sinks
its roots deep into the arid soil. And if the cult's foul harvest isn't stopped
in time, Fallow will be only the first city to fall.Fallow is the eighth book
in the Whyborne & Griffin series, where magic, mystery, and m/m
romance collide with Victorian era America.
Blood and Choice: Book 2 of the Human Hybrids Series - Clare Solomon
2016-12-09
Scientists have genetically engineered five human hybrid races known as
werewolves, vampires, dragons, sensers and wendigoes. The first four
races coexist with humans in relative peace. The fifth one wants to
slaughter the others.Years ago Liam faced the destruction of his village
in Ireland by wendigoes who murdered nearly everyone in his life. Now,
working in Invercade HyCO, the only person he has left is his best friend
Tig. The two of them kill a wendigo who has been living and working in
the city for years and begin to unravel a plot by the creatures that could
be more dangerous than anything they have experienced so far. When
Tig starts dating someone else Liam realises he is in love with him and
their friendship begins to fall apart. Liam thinks his life can't get much
worse but wendigoes always find a way to prove him wrong.
Threshold - Jordan L. Hawk 2013-07-20
widdershins-whyborne-griffin-1

Book 2 in the Whyborne & Griffin series Previous book: Widdershins
Introverted scholar Percival Endicott Whyborne wants nothing more than
to live quietly with his lover, ex-Pinkerton detective Griffin Flaherty.
Unfortunately, Whyborne's railroad tycoon father has other ideas,
namely hiring Griffin to investigate mysterious events at a coal mine.
Whyborne, Griffin, and their friend Christine travel to Threshold
Mountain, a place of dark legend even before the mine burrowed into its
heart. A contingent of Pinkertons-including Griffin's ex-lover Elliotalready guard the mine. But Griffin knows better than anyone just how
unprepared the detectives are to face the otherworldly forces
threatening them. Soon, Whyborne and Griffin are on the trail of
mysterious disappearances, deadly accidents, and whispered secrets. Is
Elliot an ally, or does he only want to rekindle his relationship with
Griffin? And if so, how can Whyborne possibly hope to compete with the
stunningly handsome Pinkerton-especially when Griffin is hiding secrets
about his past? For in a town where friends become enemies and horror
lurks behind a human mask, Whyborne can't afford to trust anythingincluding his own heart. Novel: 67,669 words. The Whyborne & Griffin
series: Widdershins (Book 1) Threshold (Book 2) Other books by Jordan
L. Hawk: Hainted Heart of the Dragon The SPECTR series: Hunter of
Demons (Book 1) Master of Ghouls (Book 2)
Dangerous Spirits - Jordan L. Hawk 2015-09-15
After the events of Reyhome Castle, Henry Strauss expected the
Psychical Society to embrace his application of science to the study of
hauntings. Instead, the society humiliates and blacklists him. His
confidence shaken, he can't bring himself to admit the truth to his lover,
the handsome medium Vincent Night. Vincent's new life in Baltimore
with Henry is disrupted when a friend from the past asks for help with a
haunting. In the remote town of Devil's Walk, old ties and new lies
threaten to tear the lovers apart, if a fiery spirit bent on vengeance
doesn't put an end to them first.
Touch & Geaux - Abigail Roux 2013-04-08
After having their faces plastered across the news during a high-profile
case, FBI Special Agents Ty Grady and Zane Garrett have become more
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useful to the Bureau posing for photo ops than working undercover. Just
as Zane is beginning to consider retirement a viable option, Ty receives a
distress call from a friend, leading them to a city rife with echoes from
the past. New Orleans wears its history on its streets, and it's the one
place Ty's face could get him killed. Surrounded by trouble as soon as
they land, Ty and Zane are swiftly confronted with a past from which Ty
can't hide — one with a surprising connection to Zane's. As threats close
in from all directions, both men must come to terms with the lives
they've led and the lies they've told. They soon discover that not all their
secrets are out yet, and nothing lasts forever.
Widdershins - Whyborne & Griffin - Jordan L. Hawk 2017-08-14
Liebe ist gefährlich. Seit dem tragischen Tod des Freundes, den er
verehrte, hat Percival Endicott Whyborne gnadenlos jeden Wunsch nach
einem anderen Mann unterdrückt. Stattdessen verbringt er seine Tage,
indem er tote Sprachen studiert. Als der gutaussehende Griffin Flaherty
bei ihm auftaucht, um ein mysteriöses Buch übersetzen zu lassen, will
Whyborne den Job so schnell wie möglich beenden und den Detektiv
loswerden. Denn Griffins frecher Charme droht Whybornes eiserne
Kontrolle zu zerbrechen. Aber als sie Hinweise auf einen mächtigen Kult
aufdecken, der dazu bestimmt ist, die Welt zu beherrschen, muss
Whyborne wählen: in Sicherheit allein zu bleiben oder alles für den Mann
zu riskieren, in den er sich verliebt hat.
Widdershins - Jordan L. Hawk 2013-03-15
Some things should stay buried. Repressed scholar Percival Endicott
Whyborne has two skills: reading dead languages and hiding in his office
at the Ladysmith Museum. After the tragic death of the friend he secretly
loved, he's ruthlessly suppressed any desire for another man. So when
handsome ex-Pinkerton Griffin Flaherty approaches him to translate a
mysterious book, Whyborne wants to finish the job and get rid of the
detective as quickly as possible. Griffin left the Pinkertons following the
death of his partner, hoping to start a new life. But the powerful cult
which murdered Glenn has taken root in Widdershins, and only the spells
in the book can stop them. Spells the intellectual Whyborne doesn't
believe are real. As the investigation draws the two men closer, Griffin's
widdershins-whyborne-griffin-1
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rakish charm threatens to shatter Whyborne's iron control. When the cult
resurrects an evil sorcerer who commands terrifying monsters, can
Whyborne overcome his fear and learn to trust? Will Griffin let go of his
past and risk falling in love? Or will Griffin's secrets cost Whyborne both
his heart and his life?
Twelve Nights at Rotter House - J. W. Ocker 2019-10-29
Edgar Award-winning author J.W. Ocker spins this dark, psychological
thriller about a travel writer who stays for 13 nights at the infamous
Rotterdam Mansion unprepared for the horrors that lie within-- a true
love letter to the haunted house genre.
The Magpie Lord - Kj Charles 2017-08-04
A lord in danger. A magician in turmoil. A snowball in hell. Exiled to
China for twenty years, Lucien Vaudrey never planned to return to
England. But with the mysterious deaths of his father and brother, it
seems the new Lord Crane has inherited an earldom. He's also inherited
his family's enemies. He needs magical assistance, fast. He doesn't
expect it to turn up angry. Magician Stephen Day has good reason to
hate Crane's family. Unfortunately, it's his job to deal with supernatural
threats. Besides, the earl is unlike any aristocrat he's ever met, with the
tattoos, the attitude...and the way Crane seems determined to get him
into bed. That's definitely unusual. Soon Stephen is falling hard for the
worst possible man, at the worst possible time. But Crane's dangerous
appeal isn't the only thing rendering Stephen powerless. Evil pervades
the house, a web of plots is closing round Crane, and if Stephen can't
find a way through it-they're both going to die. Book 1 of the Charm of
Magpies series.
Blind Tiger - Jordan L Hawk 2021-03-17
1924, Chicago. Prohibition is in full swing and gang bosses rule the city
with might-and magic.When Sam Cunningham flees his small-town life to
try his luck in the big city of Chicago, he quickly finds himself in over his
head in a world of gangs, glitz, and glamour. Fortunately, he has his
cousin Eldon to teach him the trade of hex-making.Everything changes
the night Sam visits The Pride speakeasy and meets grumpy cheetahshifter Alistair Gatti. After losing his first witch to the horrors of the
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World War, Alistair isn't interested in any new entanglements, romantic
or magical. Especially when said entanglement comes in the form of
kind, innocent Sam.When Eldon is brutally murdered, Sam becomes
drawn into the dark underworld of the Chicago gangs. Sam must find the
missing hex Eldon created for one of the crime bosses-before whoever
killed Eldon comes back for him.Together, Alistair and Sam begin the
search for the mysterious hex, diving deep into the seedy side of
Chicago's underworld while dodging rival gangs. And as they come to
rely on one another, Alistair realizes he's falling for the one man he can't
afford to love.
Wicked Lovely - Melissa Marr 2009-10-06
Fans of Sarah J. Maas and Holly Black won’t be able to resist the world
of Melissa Marr's #1 New York Times bestselling series, full of faerie
intrigue, mortal love, and courtly betrayal. Rule #3: Don't stare at
invisible faeries. Aislinn has always seen faeries. Powerful and
dangerous, they walk hidden in mortal world. Aislinn fears their
cruelty—especially if they learn of her Sight—and wishes she were as
blind to their presence as other teens. Rule #2: Don't speak to invisible
faeries. Now faeries are stalking her. One of them, Keenan, who is equal
parts terrifying and alluring, is trying to talk to her, asking questions
Aislinn is afraid to answer. Rule #1: Don't ever attract their attention.
But it's too late. Keenan is the Summer King who has sought his queen
for nine centuries. Without her, summer itself will perish. He is
determined that Aislinn will become the Summer Queen at any
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cost—regardless of her plans or desires. Suddenly none of the rules that
have kept Aislinn safe are working anymore, and everything is on the
line: her freedom, her best friend Seth, her life—everything.
The Theater of Dusk - Lizbeth Gabriel 2014-01-15
Thirteen short stories on desire, darkness, and the webs we weave. Just
like in theater, the face behind the monster is human. Just like a splendid
dusk, truth is never black or white. Care to join me? Vampires, Death, a
demon, an Archangel, a pixie, a dominatrix, an assassin, a photographer,
a rock star, a genetically modified warrior of the future and several
humans populate the pages of this book. That, of course, without
counting the cats... This collection contains two award winning stories:
Interlude and Saturday Night. The Sylph- The way we see reality
determines our reality. Interlude- Allow me to introduce you Mr. Dorian
Wilford, antiques dealer and collector... with a second, more disturbing
hobby. Saturday night- When escape is impossible. Judas- Best to let
sleeping dogs lie. Goodnight- Love came a moment too late. Rendez-vousThe rock star in question bit off more than he could chew.
Misapprehension- After all, a girl just wants to have fun. Romance- It
blooms in the most unlikely places and bears its thorns with pride. Lady
Luck- An agent of chaos meets a singer of love. Mobius- It's just so wrong
that it's inevitable. Death and the Maiden- And cats. A Man of Good
Fortune- "Graveyards are full of those who considered themselves
invincible." Endymion- Even a god of war needs someone to come home
to. Please be aware that some of the stories contain material suitable
only for adults. (+18)
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